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Additional information Requires Android4.0.3 and up Hmmsim2 is a recreational game. In the game, the player turns into a train in front of the train, driving the train all the way forward. In addition to the train to get ahead, the process of driving also pay attention to the speed limit of the road, not speeding. The player in the specified time to reach the pre-selected terminal,
otherwise you will regret your passengers too much! Interested players rush to install the challenge! App Info Download APK [1.2.8](94.43 MB) Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator DescriptionHmmsim2 is a recreational game. In the game, the player turns into a train in front of the train, driving the train all the way forward. In addition to the train to get ahead, the process of driving also pay
attention to the speed limit of the road, not speeding. The player in the specified time to reach the pre-selected terminal, otherwise you will regret your passengers too much! Interested players rush to install the challenge! Internet Makes access to Internet network. Access to network status Gives you access to network information. Read external storage Reads from external
storage, such as an SD card. Writing external storage Makes it possible to write to external storage, such as an SD card. Wake lock Uses PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor from sleeping or dimming the screen. ALL VERSIONS I can't emphasize how great the graphics are on the standard lines 2 and 7, and even add most of the BVE on route graphics look so
much better than even the actual BVE on the PC! But, there are a few minor problems when it comes to converting to Hmmsim 2 format. First, a lot of transparency seems to go away, even with the use of SetDecalTransparentColor. This ensures that the converted trains (especially on the New York lines) have unnecessary opaque textures, making the train look strange. Then,
sometimes the ground sticks in the tracks on some lines, I don't know the cause. Finally, signals on converted routes don't seem to load properly, as I usually have an oversized rectangle, also possible due to the transparency problem. Apart from all these minor problems, this is the absolute best train sim to use BVE addons, even the best mobile train sim ever, period! Edit: I
forgot to say how easy it is to convert from BVE to Hmmsim! It's so easy, even with iOS! Just download the converter to your website and transfer the converted .zip file to your phone! Free Trial196.50 MB Continue with app Train simulation game Hmmsim has become new and diverse! Hmmsim 2 adds advanced graphics, new map, train exterior view, dynamic trains and scoring
mode. Performance in BVE Add-On operation has also been updated and animation file and doppler sound available. Hmmsim 2 features basic routes based on Seoul Subway Line 2 and Line 7, realized in the highest level of graphics. Experience the subway operation. Hmmsim can also add 2 BVE Trainsim Add-Ons. In Hmmsim 2, you can play BVE routes as the same ones that
used to do in your PC. Depending on your preference you add infinite add-ons. For more information, see www.jeminie.net. Publisher Jemin Hwang Released Date 2016-03-30 Languages English Category Games &amp; Entertainment Subcategory Action File size 196.50 MB Total downloads 1107 License Model Free Trial Price $1.99 Here you can find the changelog of Hmmsim
2 - Train Simulator since it was posted on our website at 2016-09-27. The latest version is 1.2.7 and has been updated to soft112.com on 2020-12-21. See below the changes in each version: March 30, 2016 Version 1.2.7 1.2.7 - Added tutorial - Added Japanese language - Fixed Diagram bug 30 de mar. the 2016 Version 1.2.7 1.2.7 - Added Tutorial - Added Japanese language -
Fixed Diagram bug Ratings &amp; Reviews performance provides an overview of what users think of your app. Here are the key metrics to help you determine how your app is rated by users and how successful your review management strategy is. Number of reviews, total73 Avg rating, total4.5 Train simulation game Hmmsim has become new and diverse!&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;In
Hmmsim 2 are advanced graphics, new map, train exterior view, dynamic trains and scoring mode added.&lt;br&gt;Also, performance in BVE Add-On editing has been updated and animation file and doppler sound is available.&lt;br&gt;&lt;&br&gt;Hmmsim 2 features basic routes based on Seoul Subway Line 2 and Line 7 , realized in the highest level of the
graphic.&lt;br&gt;Experience the subway operation.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Also Hmmsim can add 2 BVE Trainsim Add-Ons.&lt;br&gt;In HMmsim 2 lets you play BVE routes as the same as you used to in your PC.&lt;br&gt;Depending on your preference, you can add infinite add-ons.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;See www.jeminie.net for more information. More user reviews affect conversion to
installations and app rating. Recommended and useful reviews are the first to be noticed by users and in the case of no response can affect download speed. Therefore, it is highly recommended to answer them. I can't emphasize how great the graphics are on standard lines 2 and 7, and even add most of the BVE on route graphics look so much better than even the actual BVE
on PC! But, there are a few minor problems when it comes to converting to Hmmsim 2 format. First, a lot of transparency seems to go away, even with the use of SetDecalTransparentColor. This ensures that the converted trains (especially on the New York lines) have unnecessary opaque textures, making the train look strange. Then, sometimes the ground sticks in the tracks on
some lines, I don't know the cause. Finally, signals on converted routes don't seem to load properly, as I usually have an oversized rectangle, also possible due to the transparency problem. Apart from all these problems, this is the absolute best train sim to use BVE addons, even the best mobile train sim ever, period! Edit: I forgot to say how easy it is to convert from BVE to
Hmmsim! It's so easy, even with iOS! Just download the converter to your website and transfer the converted .zip file to your phone! This is a one Train simulator game, and it's so much fun. I have a few suggestions, though. you first add a taxi view? I'd like it better if you did. Secondly, you have the opportunity to do a tour? Third, can you add AI trains in both directions so there is
train traffic? Fourthly, I think it should be easier to convert routes and trains. Finally, you might have a few more subway lines to choose from, maybe other countries' train lines. These are just suggestions to make the game better, but the game is still fun. This is by far the best subway simulator game for iOS I've ever played. It's so cool and the level of detail is limitless. I just hope
to see more routes, more trains, people driving, able to explore all the stations and have the full experience of riding a subway. Keep up the great work!!!! How do you get openbve for free or update, like add the l train from Canarsie To 8 Ave And 8 Ave to Canarsie and I have no PC I only have a laptop my PC is slow and I tried downloading openbve on my laptop, but I have a PC
so I have a PC so I can update the openbve train for the openbve trains for free as an a, b, c, d and more I'm really waiting for openbve trains or at least the openbve trains for laptop please Thank you and respond about the openbve trains :) Peace I love this game. It's very realistic and fun. The only thing that bothers me is that there aren't enough train lines. Instead of Seoul
metro I think it should be extended to long distance train lines from other countries like the EuroStar and etc. This should be included for free or as an in-App purchase. This would be a very big addition. Developed by Jemin Hwang. Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator is ranking in Games &amp; Simulation &amp; Racing Last update was on March 30, 2016 and the current version is
1.2.7. To see all the other keys and earnings click here 1000884506 Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator have a 73a user reviews. Developed by: JeminieLicense: FreeRating: 4.2/5 - 4,626 votesLast updated: October 8, 2020Download GameCompatible with Windows 7/8/10 Pc &amp; LaptopAn older versions Version1.2.8Size1 MBRelease DateApril 02, 18CategorySimulation
GamesWhat's New:1.2.8- Support for Android 8.0 [see more]Changelog:[see all]Description from Developer:Train simulation game Hmmsim has become new and diverse! In Hmmsim 2, advanced graphics, new map, exterior view of the train, dynamic trains and scoring mode is ... [read more] About this gameOn this page you download Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator and play on
Windows PC. Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator is free Simulation game, developed by Jeminie. Latest version of Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator is 1.2.8, was released on 2018-04-02 (updated at 2020-10-08). Estimated number of downloads is over 50000. General rating of Hmmsim 2 Train Simulator is 4.2. Overall, most of the best apps in the Android Store have a 4+ rating. This game
was rated by 4,626 users, 595 users had rated 5*, 3186 users had rated 1*. Older Older from Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator are also available with us 1.2.8 Instruction on how to play Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator on Windows XP/7/8/10 Pc &amp; LaptopIn this post, I'm going to show you how to install Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator on Windows PC using Android App Player, such as
BlueStacks, Nox, KOPlayer, ... Before you start, you need to download the MOT installation file, you can find the download button at the top of this page. Save it to easy-to-find location. [Note]: You also download older versions of this game at the bottom of this page. Below is a detailed step-by-step guide, but I want to give you a quick overview of how it works. All you need is an
emulator that emulates an Android device on your Windows PC and then installs and uses applications – you'll see that you're actually playing it on Android, but it's not running on a smartphone or tablet, it's running on a PC. If this doesn't work on your PC, or you don't install it, comment here and we'll help you! Install &amp; Play with BlueStacksInstall &amp; Play with
NoxPlayerDownload &amp; Install BlueStacks at: the apk file: Double-click the APK file to start BlueStacks and install the application. If your apk file doesn't open bluestacks automatically, right-click them and select Open with... Browse to the BlueStacks. You also drag and drop the APK file on the BlueStacks Start screenAf your way to open, it works as a charm :D. Download
&amp; Install NoxPlayer on: . The installation is easy to install. Drag the APK file to Nox and drop it. The File Manager appears. Click the Open XXX Folder button under the file sign that turns blue. Then you can install the apk you just download from your computer to Nox or move/copy the file to other locations in Nox.Download Hmmsim 2 - Train Simulator 1.2.8 on Windows PC -
1 MB1.2.8- Support for Android 8.0April 02, 20181.2.8- Support for Android 8.0Train simulation game Hmmsim has become new and diverse! Hmmsim 2 adds advanced graphics, new map, train exterior view, dynamic trains and scoring mode. Also, the performance in BVE Add-On editing has been updated and animation file and doppler sound is available. Hmmsim 2 features
basic routes based on Seoul Subway Line 2 and Line 7, realized in the highest level of graphics. Experience the subway operation. Also Hmmsim 2 can add BVE Trainsim Add-Ons.In Hmmsim 2, you play BVE routes as the same thing you used to do in your PC. Depending on your preference you add infinite add-ons. For more information, see www.jeminie.net. Details.
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